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APPROACH

Installation of Europe's largest cargo cycle testing scheme for stimulation and research
• Fleet: 150 cargo cycles, 23 different models available Germany-wide • Offering: 800+ slots for 3-months-testing-periods until end of 2019 • Target group: private and public organizations of all industries • Targeted stage of adoption: "interested, but hesitant" • Objective: understanding the gap between potential and actual use • Data acquisition: surveys, smartphone app and GPS trackers Organizational motivations for engagement in cargo cycles 
SAMPLE DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS (n=701)
Organizations of all types, sizes, and business sectors applied for testing cargo cycles during first year
RANKING OF ORGANIZATIONAL MOTIVATIONS Interest in cargo cycles is mostly sparked by ecological considerations, economic motivations are secondary
FLEET DECISION-MAKING At this stage, mostly organizations with autocratic fleet decision-making seem favorable for cargo cycle adoption
